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Overview
1. Review of NCSBN Clinical Judgment 

Measurement Model

2. Writing a successful case study scenario

3. Using the NCSBN Action Model to create 

case studies

4. Some “low tech” workarounds

5. NCSBN Resources and Updates

6. Your questions



NCSBN Clinical Judgment 
Measurement Model



NGN Case Study

• Real-world scenario
• Six test items, each 

targeting a different 
aspect of clinical 
judgment 



Real-world scenario PLUS…

What matters most? Why? What’s going on?

Where do I start?

What could help?
What do I do?

How should I do it?
How’d it go?



Think real-world!

Multiple-choice question
• Client has one issue
• Client needs one thing

Clinical judgment scenario
• Multiple issues
• Multiple needs
• Some things more 

important/urgent than 
others

• Some info that might 
not matter

• Need for prioritization





NCSBN Action Model



NCSBN Action Model
• Template for creating 

case studies based on 
NCJMM

• Focuses on Layer 3 
and Layer 4

• Acts as a recipe for 
combining the 
ingredients in your 
scenario

COGNITIVE OPERATIONS

CONTEXT



The Action Model is a bridge
between the NCJMM and 

NGN Case Studies

Image credit: Creative Commons



Action Model template with sample content



Action Model template annotated for use



Action Model template annotated for use



Applying the Action Model



Today’s scenario



Recognize Cues item

Which of the following findings are of 
immediate concern? Select all that apply.









Expected Behaviors/Actions

• Recognize these cues of immediate concern: 
-
-
-

• Recognize these cues as important but less 
urgent: 
-
-
-

• Recognize these cues as not likely to be 
important in treatment of client: 
-
-
-

Source of KEYS

Source of strongest 
DISTRACTORS

Source of weaker 
DISTRACTORS

Recognize cues



Analyze Cues item

For each client finding below, click to indicate if the 
finding is consistent with the disease process of 
[Condition X], [Condition Y], or [Condition Z]. Each 
finding may support more than one disease process.

Expected Behaviors/Actions

• Connect these cues to [Condition X]: 
-
-
-

• Connect these cues to [Condition Y]: 
-
-
-

• Connect these cues to [Condition Z]: 
-
-
-

Analyze cues

Client Finding Condition 
X

Condition 
Y

Condition 
Z
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Prioritize hypotheses item

The nurse should first address the client’s 
followed by the client’s

Expected Behaviors/Actions
• Hypothesize that the client is most 

likely experiencing [condition/situation] 
based on [findings]

• Prioritize the condition/situation to 
focus on first: 

• Prioritize conditions/situations to 
return to next or later:

Prioritize hypotheses

<option one>
<option two>
<option three>

Select…         ▼
Select…         ▼



Today’s scenario



Generate Solutions item

For each potential order, click to specify if the order is 
anticipated or contraindicated for the client.

Expected Behaviors/Actions
• Consider indicated interventions: 

• Recognize contraindicated interventions:

Generate solutions

Potential Order Anticipated Contra-
indicated

o o
o o
o o
o o
o o
o o



Today’s scenario



Take Action item

The nurse is assisting with <some aspect of care>. 
Which of these actions should the nurse perform? 
Select all that apply.










Expected Behaviors/Actions
• Determine the appropriate actions to take:

• Know how to take this action if non-routine:

Take action



Today’s scenario



Evaluate Outcomes item

For each data collection finding, click to indicate if the 
client’s status has improved, worsened, or is 
unchanged.

Expected Behaviors/Actions
• Associate these findings/data with 

improvement:

• Associate these findings/data with worsening:

• Associate these findings/data with no 
significant change

• Continue to monitor:

Evaluate outcomes

Client Finding Improved Worsened Unchanged

o o o
o o o
o o o
o o o
o o o



Action model summary

• The NCSBN Action Model’s “expected behaviors” for each step 
provide material you can use in item writing

• The examples we used today are not the only way to go. 
Review the NCSBN NGN Sample Pack for other approaches.



Low-tech workarounds



“My school doesn’t have software for…”

• Not all educators have the technology to create the more 
advanced NGN item types (e.g., pull-down menus, matrix)

• Fortunately, just about everything we can test with the 
advanced item types can also be tested with simpler ones 
(e.g., multiple choice, select all that apply)…if we’re a bit 
creative

• The what (clinical judgment) will always matter more than 
the how (item type)



Example 1: Highlighting



Which findings indicate the client is not progressing as expected, post-op day #3?

 Able to ambulate in the corridor 3-4 times daily with minimal assistance
 Clear breath sounds with left chest tube in place attached to closed-chest drainage 

system
 Tidaling of the water chamber noted with deep inspiration
 Refusing to use the incentive spirometer stating it causes left-sided chest pain
 Utilizing prescribed patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) device maximally every hour
 Continues to have intermittent nausea with some vomiting
 Adequate urine output
 Abdominal surgical incision site with dressing is clean, dry, and intact with no 

erythema, edema or drainage noted to site

High tech

WRITING TIPS

• No special software to create 
this highlighting item? Not a 
problem.

• You can measure the same 
clinical judgment skills using the 
extended multiple response 
format!

• Turn the sentences for 
highlighting into ordinary 
answer choices in a select all 
that apply item.

Low tech



Example 2: Pull-down menus



What should the nurse address first?

o abdominal pain
o respiratory status
o laboratory test results

High tech

WRITING TIPS

• No special software to create 
this pull-down menu item? Not 
a problem.

• You can measure the same 
clinical judgment skills using one 
or more multiple choice items!

What should the nurse address second?

o abdominal pain
o respiratory status
o laboratory test results

Low tech



Example 3 – Matrix Item



Which of these potential orders should the nurse anticipate? Select all that apply.

 echocardiogram
 intravenous fluids
 abdominal ultrasound
 preparation for surgery
 serum type and screen
 chest percussion therapy
 insertion of a nasogastric (NG) tube
 administration of prescribed pain medication

High tech

WRITING TIPS

• No special software to create 
this matrix item? Not a problem.

• You can measure the same 
clinical judgment skills using the 
select all that apply format!

Low tech



Example 4 – Matrix with Select All



Which of these findings is consistent with 
pneumonia? Select all that apply.

 fever
 confusion
 body soreness
 cough and sputum
 shortness of breath

Which of these findings is consistent with a urinary 
tract infection (UTI)? Select all that apply.

 fever
 confusion
 body soreness
 cough and sputum
 shortness of breath

Which of these findings is consistent with influenza? 
Select all that apply.

 fever
 confusion
 body soreness
 cough and sputum
 shortness of breath

Low tech

WRITING TIPS

• No special software to create this matrix item with 
multiple selections possible in each row? Not a problem.

• You can measure the same clinical judgment skills using 
a series of select all that apply items!

High tech



Workshop summary
• Educators can use the NCSBN Action Model to 

assist in developing clinical judgment case 
studies similar to those on the Next Generation 
NCLEX

• Take advantage of existing sample items that you 
can use or adapt as templates…no need to start 
from scratch immediately

• If you do not have tools for creating advanced 
item types, use “low tech” workarounds based 
on MC or Select All that Apply formats

TRAINING TIPS

• Clinical judgment is the 
key!

• Do not settle for items 
that LOOK like NGN but 
only measure memorized 
facts.

• The NGN will use these 
case studies for high-
stakes assessment, but 
educators can use more 
flexibly and broadly.



NCSBN Resources and Updates
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NCSBN Updates

• NCLEX-RN and NCLEX-PN Test Plans
‒ Effective April 1, 2023
‒ Now available on NCSBN website

• NCLEX-RN and NCLEX-PN passing standards
‒ Effective April 1, 2023
‒ Staying the same as before (0.00 RN, -0.18 PN)



NCLEX-RN Test Plan
Client Needs category Percentage

(2019)
Percentage

(2023)
Safe and Effective Care Environment

Management of Care 20% 18%

Safety and Infection Control 12% 13%

Health Promotion and Maintenance 9% 9%

Psychosocial Integrity 9% 9%

Physiological Integrity

Basic Care and Comfort 9% 9%

Pharmacological and Parenteral Therapies 15% 16%

Reduction of Risk Potential 12% 12%

Physiological Adaptation 14% 14%



NCLEX-PN Test Plan
Client Needs category Percentage

(2020)
Percentage

(2023)
Safe and Effective Care Environment

Coordinated Care 21% 21%

Safety and Infection Control 13% 13%

Health Promotion and Maintenance 9% 9%

Psychosocial Integrity 12% 12%

Physiological Integrity

Basic Care and Comfort 10% 10%

Pharmacological Therapies 13% 13%

Reduction of Risk Potential 12% 12%

Physiological Adaptation 10% 10%



NCSBN Resource Links
 NGN Newsletters – All NGN newsletters | Spring 2020 Newsletter (Case 

Study) | Summer 2021 Newsletter (Scoring)
 NGN Item Writing – Volunteer sign-up page
 NCSBN Sample items and case studies – Available at NextGenNurses.org
 NCLEX Test Plans – Updated 2023 Test Plans have been published here
More information on NCLEX passing standard
 NCSBN Contact: Jason Schwartz, Director of Outreach – jschwartz@ncsbn.org

https://www.ncsbn.org/exams/next-generation-nclex/ngn-resources.page
https://www.ncsbn.org/publications/ngn-news--spring-2020
https://www.ncsbn.org/publications/NGN-News-Summer-2021
https://www.ncsbn.org/exams/exam-volunteer-opportunities.page
https://www.nclex.com/next-generation-nclex.page
https://www.ncsbn.org/exams/testplans.page
https://www.ncsbn.org/exams/before-the-exam/passing-standard.page
mailto:jschwartz@ncsbn.org


Questions
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